
 

 
 
 

 

RAFOC REMINISCENCES AND RAMBLINGS - WEEK 108 
29th APRIL 2022 

GREETINGS: 
 

Busisiwe Mavuso speaks truth about Eskom to power to shrieks of outrage... Eskom woes and flood 
cause “perfect storm” for the rand... avoid the Garden Route 29 April-2 May – place will be heaving 
with Pink Loeries... desperate efforts to prevent ANC from looting KZN disaster aid... The People of 
South Africa pick up the pieces and keep the country moving forward... “Racist” Graham Smith 
exonerated... 
Our most Gracious Queen celebrated her 96th Birthday last week... Families face a new threat to 
their summer holidays after British Airways axed dozens of flights in a cull that will last for four 
months... Angela Rayner puts BoJo "off his stride" by crossing and uncrossing her legs... BoJo and 
Starmer in furious “Captain Hindsight and Comical Ali” spat at PM’s question time... Pensioners 
“year from Hell” with Cost of Living increases... BAME demand “right to roam”... more Muslim 
terrorism... First UK MP “transforms” gender... MP watches porn in Parliament... Rwanda new 
destination for illegal UK immigrants 
Elon Musk buys Twitter... Putin struggling to conceal true toll of war... Footage of Putin tightly 
gripping a table during the televised Mariupol meeting fuels speculation on his health... Russia cuts 
off Poland and Bulgaria's gas supplies... Russian aggression in Ukraine rumbles on... US 
Secretaries of State make secret visit to Ukraine... Britain is training Ukrainians to operate AFVs on 
UK soil... more US aid and heavy weapons for Ukraine... US supplies Ukraine with Grade A 
intelligence on Russian attacks... Macron’s win sparks massive protests across France... internet 
down due sabotage in many French cities... Macron’s guards fend off tomatoes with $8k umbrella... 
Lebanon fires projectile into Israel... Kim Jung-un might order pre-emptive strikes with nuclear 
weapons... new Ebola outbreak in Congo... 
 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, YOUR MAJESTY! 
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In this Platinum Jubilee year, the Royal Air Force would like to convey their very best wishes to Her 
Majesty the Queen on her 96th birthday. The Royal Air Force family comes together in this 
monumental year to commemorate Her Majesty the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee. Throughout a 
remarkable seven decades, the Royal Air Force has enjoyed unwavering support from Her Majesty 
and alongside colleagues in the Royal Navy and British Army, we will celebrate our special 
relationship with our Queen through contributions to the national events planned to mark her 
Platinum Jubilee. The planning for these events is underway and we will provide further updates 
when the Royal Air Force’s involvement is finalised.  We will also suggest ways in which Aviators 
and members of the Whole Force can get involved with the celebrations at a national level and 
locally on Stations. 

TO SERVE, TO STRIVE, AND NOT TO YEILD: 
 

 
 

The fifth Invictus Games was held in The Hague, between April 16th and 22nd 2022, after being 
postponed twice due to the Coronavirus. 59 competitors forming the United Kingdom Team included 
17 RAF serving and veteran personnel; five of which were the UK Team Captain, Vice Captains, 
Archery team Captain and Swimming Captain. Established by His Royal Highness the Duke of 
Sussex in 2014, the Invictus Games capture the warrior spirit of wounded serving and veteran 
personnel along their journey of recovery, testing their inspirational resilience, strength, and 
determination through adversity in a range of different sports. Congratulations to all those who took 
part in the Invictus Games at The Hague.  The Games brings together wounded, injured, and sick 
serving and veteran personnel from all over the world, and helps them along their journey of recovery 
and rehabilitation. "So far, my recovery journey has taken me from rock bottom to laying down a new 
foundation. This year I aim to build the new me and take the final step to where I want to be. I’ve 
accepted my injury; learnt I can let my emotions go and not be embarrassed or afraid about asking 
for help which I couldn’t have done without the help of Team UK this last year." 
RAF Veteran Rachel Williamson – TEAM UK Captain 
 
UNIQUE CHELSEA FLOWER SHOW STATUE: 
 

A UNIQUE statue of a World War II fighter pilot is to take pride of place in this year’s RHS Chelsea 
Flower Show’s RAF Benevolent Fund Garden. The finished sculpture, still being constructed from 
223 individual layers of marine grade stainless steel, will be unveiled ahead of the prestigious show 
from May 24-28 at the Royal Hospital, Chelsea. Award-winning garden designer and artist John 
Everiss was inspired to create it by his family connections to the Air Force. He said: “My father, Stan, 
was a navigator on Stirling bombers and survived after being shot down over occupied France in 
1943. “After being hidden by local resistance fighters he was guided over the Pyrenees and 
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eventually reunited with his family after four months.” Based on a single solid piece of 
Portland stone weighing four tonnes, the figure is the centerpiece of a garden full of aviation-themed 
elements. 
 

 
 

Mr Everiss said: “It shows a young Battle of Britain pilot standing looking up at the sky, shielding his 
eyes from the sun as he sees how the air battle fares above him. Grabbing a mug of tea, he rests 
from his last sortie and awaits the call to fly again. Standing at 12ft tall, the figure has incredible 
details showing every crease and fold in the clothing and equipment, his face tense after many days 
in the air. As you look up, you have the same view as the airman back in 1940, straining his eyes 
searching for dogfights overhead.” The model for the figure was Mr Everiss’s own son, George, who 
is similar in age to the Battle of Britain pilots of 1940. 
The sculpture is surrounded by a curved Purbeck stone mortar backed drystone wall imitating 
concrete blast walls built outside factories and airfields to shelter people caught out in the open 
during wartime attacks. Large steel panels radiate from the seating area within the wall and appear 
to be slowly corroding away, invoking the fuselage of a long-abandoned aircraft or the remnants of 
a hangar blown apart. 
Large boulders and rocks are strewn throughout the front of the garden signifying destruction, among 
them pieces of pottery and brick, reminding onlookers of the homes the towering Airman figure was 
trying to protect. 
The garden has been designed to allow visitors to sit and reflect on the service and sacrifice of all 
RAF and civilian personnel. 
 
AIR POWER SUPREMO: 
 

AS THE world faces up to the possibility of global conflagration at the mercy of Russia’s weapons 
of mass destruction in the wake of Vladimir Putin’s invasion of Ukraine, the life of Sir John Slessor 
– architect of Britain’s nuclear defence policy – is examined in a new biography. Air Power Supremo: 
A Biography of Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir John Slessor shares the extraordinary, and until 
now little-known, life story of the wartime RAF commander who became the leading airpower thinker 
and grand strategist of his generation. Slessor, who grew up in Oxford, was instrumental in forging 
the Anglo-American air power relationship in World War II and later in the early years of the Cold 
War. “While he was not the first to consider the idea of nuclear deterrence, he ensured the idea 
became a reality,” said author William Pyke. “He argued for the nuclear deterrent to be placed at the 
centre of British defence policy and drove the development of the V-force nuclear-armed bombers 
which fulfilled that role during the 1950s and 1960s. “That policy remains the bedrock of Britain’s 
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strategic defence and continues today in the form of Britain’s Trident submarine fleet.” Slessor, a 
polio survivor who always walked with a cane, became a World War I pilot in the Royal Flying Corps, 
winning the Military Cross in Sudan, serving on the Western Front and becoming the first pilot to 
engage an enemy aircraft over Britain… a Zeppelin. Between the wars, he was one of the first to 
develop new thinking about military air-ground cooperation and the introduction of the concept of air 
interdiction in aerial warfare. He then became the successful wartime leader of three Commands: 5 
Group Bomber Command, Coastal Command during the turning point of the Battle of the Atlantic, 
and finally leading the RAF’s Mediterranean and Middle East Command whilst Deputy Commander-
in-Chief of the Mediterranean Allied Air Force during the Italian and Balkan campaigns. After the 
war, as Chief of the Air Staff, he became a leading expert amongst the Western Powers on global 
strategy and nuclear deterrence. His reasoning and energy drove geopolitical thinking on both sides 
of the Atlantic. “Slessor’s career and his thinking and writing about airpower span almost the whole 
story of flight in the first half of the 20th century – from the painful birth-pangs of industrialised warfare 
to the strategic complexities that are familiar to us today,” said Andrew Roberts, the renowned British 
historian and author who wrote the foreword to Pyke’s book. “He fearlessly came up with the 
geopolitical strategies of deterrence and addressed the terrifying contentions of the atomic and 
nuclear age in a way that has successfully kept the peace between the Great Powers for three-
quarters of a century.” William Pyke has worked closely with the Slessor family to compile this 
biography, following each stage of Slessor’s 37-year career as a pilot and commander. It records 
his squadron service during World War I, his role as a senior commander in World War II, and his 
later career during the Cold War. 
Air Power Supremo: A biography of Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir John Slessor by William Pyke, is published by 
Pen & Sword Books available in hardback from £18.50. 
 
ON THIS DAY IN 1918: 
 

German fighter ace Baron Manfred von Richthofen, "The Red Baron", is shot down and killed on this 
day in 1918 over France, during World War I. The German fighter pilot was the deadliest flying ace 
of the entire war. During a 19-month period between 1916 and 1918, the Prussian aristocrat shot 
down 80 Allied aircraft and won widespread fame for his scarlet-colored airplanes and ruthlessly 
effective flying style. Richthofen’s legend only grew after he took command of a German fighter wing 
known as the Flying Circus. He also became a beloved propaganda symbol in Germany, where he 
was lavished with military decorations and featured in numerous news articles and postcards. The 
Red Baron’s final flight took place on 21 April 1918, when pilots from his Flying Circus engaged a 
group of British planes over the Vaux-sur-Somme region. As Richthofen swooped low in pursuit of 
an enemy fighter, he came under attack from Australian machine gunners on the ground and a plane 
piloted by Canadian ace Arthur Roy Brown. During the exchange of fire, Richthofen was struck in 
the torso by a bullet and died after crash-landing in a field. Brown got official credit for the victory, 
but debate continues over whether he or the Australian infantrymen fired the fatal shot. 
For more stories like this subscribe for free to Dr Dean Allen’s #ThisWeekInHistory  
 
GROUNGROUND CREW ACOLYTE: 
 

To the mother-bird 
Servant of 
A mechanical god. 
On airfield shrines 
He tends to his planes, 
Performs the rite of maintenance 
With his always oily hands, 
He wields his tools  
And pours libations of grease. 
Peter Badcock  
From the book Faces of War - 1980, reprinted in A War Artist's Diary - 2021. Prints and books available on 
www.peterbadcock.com for worldwide shipping.  
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UKRAINIANS ON BRITISH SOIL: 
 

Britain is training Ukrainians in the use of AFVs to help Kyiv's forces launch counter-offensives 
against Vladimir Putin's invading army in eastern Ukraine. Boris Johnson confirmed that dozens of 
Ukrainian troops were being taught to use armoured patrol carriers and troop carriers, as the Russian 
president stepped up his offensive in the east. Western officials last night said Russian forces 
continue to operate in relatively long convoys on single roads, making them vulnerable to Ukrainian 
attacks. As James Crisp and Ben Riley-Smith report, the British vehicles are designed to be used in 
offensive operations as they can keep pace with tanks and infantry fighting vehicles. With Russia 
having rejected a proposal for a truce over the Orthodox Christian Easter period, follow the latest in 
the live blogs. When Mr Putin announced the "liberation" of Mariupol yesterday and that Russian 
troops would not storm a holdout of Ukrainian resistance, it was his first public intervention in the 
war at a tactical level. Defence and Security Editor Dominic Nicholls explains what the leaders 
painfully staged Kremlin conference about the state of the war. And footage of Mr Putin tightly 
gripping a table during the televised meeting has sparked fresh conjecture on Putin’s state of health. 
(The Telegraph) 

MEMORIES OF THE LATE WG CDR PETE BRISCOE SAAF AND RRAF: 
 
I first met up with Pete Briscoe when he was deployed to Mount Darwin in the Cessna 185 Kiewiet 
to carry out aerial recces. I think it was in 1974 and Darwin was still the old gravel airstrip. Pete 
invited me to accompany him on a recce, which I gladly accepted. It was a stinking hot day and after 
doing checks and run-up, Pete gave his characteristic grin and thumbs-up as he gunned the Kiewiet 
down the strip, using a good measure of rudder to counter a sneaky yaw. It was a pleasure to reach 
a cooler altitude but there was a fair amount of turbulence which meant a bumpy ride ahead. In 
about 20 minutes we were in the area to be recced. I think this was carried out at about 1500 AGL 
and Pete commenced doing wide orbits as he scanned the area through binos. He explained that 
part of the technique was to orbit a couple of miles from suspected areas to create the impression 
that they were not under direct observation. This necessitated some contortions by the pilot as he 
sometimes focused on ground astern of the aircraft! For my part, Pete required that I survey the 
ground as well, because even my untrained eyes could possibly yield some information. After 2.5 
hours it was time to RTB. Darwin appeared through the haze and checks over, Pete lined up on 
finals. This is the part of the flight I will never forget. He greased the Kiewiet down without a float or 
a bump, and at the end of the landing run he turned to me in triumph and exuberantly proclaimed 
"Brian McKelvin, you have just experienced the best landing I have ever managed to carry out with 
this beast!"    (Via FaceBook by Brian McKelvin) 
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CHEERS FOR NOW: 
. 

The venue for future lunches, at present, will be the Wanderers Club, in the Cigar Bar. As attendance 
grows beyond 40, we will be able to use the new indoor Terrace area (Previously Centre Court). 
We are working on Menus and service issues with Fourteen, the Caterers in order to streamline 
proceedings... We are also considering re-introducing Guest Speakers.  
Our next function will be the May lunch, 12h30 for 13h00 Friday 6 May 2022, again in the Cigar Bar.
And so... the days are drawing in and the nights getting appreciably longer and colder time for winter 
woollies and hot toddies at your own fireside... 
 
TAILPIECE: 

It is amazing when you see a man sauntering,  
And then watch him take the wrong turning, 
He’s getting old now, 
And we don’t know how, 
He was ever able to do his lawyering.  
The Sherriff of Nottingham Road 
 

Somebody has just suggested that Elon Musk should run for President. After all he is an African -
American. Right? 
 

‘To be free is not merely to cast off one’s chains, but to live in a way that respects and enhances the 
freedom of others’ – Nelson Mandela. 
 

I see people my age out there climbing mountains and zip lining... and here I am... feeling good 
about myself because I got my leg through my underwear without losing my balance... 
 

Wise Women: 
After being married for 40 years I took a close look at my wife one day and said: “Forty years ago 
we had a cheap house, a junk car, and slept on a sofa bed and watched a 10-inch black and white 
TV, but I got to sleep every night with a hot 23-year-old girl. Now I have a $500 000 house, a $35 000 
car, and a nice big bed and a large screen HD TV, but I’m sleeping with a 63-year-old woman. It 
seems to me that you’re not keeping up your side of things”... 
My wife is a very reasonable woman. She told me to go out and find a hot 23-year-old girl, and she 
would personally make sure that I was once again living in a cheap house with a junk car and 
sleeping on a sofa bed and watching a 10-inch black and white TV, 
Aren’t older women great? They really know how to solve an old guy’s problems... 
 

Crocodile Rock: 
A rich man living in Darwin decided that he wanted to throw a party and invited all of his buddies and 
neighbours. He also invited Colin, the only aborigine in the neighbourhood. He held the party around 
the pool in the backyard of his mansion. Everyone was having a good time drinking, dancing, eating 
prawns, oysters and BBQ and Flirting… At the height of the party, the host said, 'I have a 15ft man-
eating crocodile in my pool and I'll give a million dollars to anyone who has the balls to jump in.' 
The words were barely out of his mouth when there was a loud splash and everyone turned around 
and saw Colin in the pool fighting the croc, jabbing the croc in the eyes with his thumbs, throwing 
punches, doing all kinds of Stuff like head butts and chokeholds, biting the croc on the tail and 
flipping the croc through the air like some kind of Judo Instructor. The water was churning and 
splashing everywhere. Both Colin and the croc were screaming and raising hell. Finally, Colin 
strangled the croc and let it float to the top like a dead goldfish. Colin then slowly climbed out of the 
pool. Everybody was just staring at him in disbelief. The host says, 'Well, Colin, I reckon I owe you 
a million dollars.' 'Nah, you all right boss, I don't want it,' said Colin. The rich man said, 'Man, I have 
to give you something. You won the bet. How about half a million bucks then?' 
'No thanks. I don't want it,' answered Colin. The host said, 'Come on, I insist on giving you something. 
That was amazing. How about a new Porsche and a Rolex and some stock options? Again, Colin 
said "No." Confused, the rich man asked, 'Well Colin, then what do you want? 
Colin said, 'I want the bastard who pushed me in 
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The Golden Years: 
My keys weren't in my pockets. Suddenly I realized I must have left them in the car. Frantically, I 
headed for the parking lot. My husband has scolded me many times for leaving my keys in the car's 
ignition. He's afraid that the car could be stolen. As I looked around the in parking lot, I realized he 
was    right. The parking lot was empty. I immediately called the police. I gave them my location, 
confessed that I had left my keys in the car, and that it had been stolen. 
Then    I made the most difficult call of all to my husband: I left my keys in the car and it's been 
stolen." There    was a moment of silence. I thought the call had been disconnected, but then I heard 
his voice. Are you kidding me?" he barked, "I dropped you off!" 
Now it was my turn to be silent. Embarrassed, I said, "Well, come and get me."  
He retorted, I will, as soon as I convince this cop that I didn't steal your damn car!" 
Welcome to the golden years... 
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